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1 bet website 
 
 
I already know coin asset(IAKC) 
 
People can use iakc asset to predict world events on the I already know bet node website, 
such stock market trends, major events in the world, etc., use iakc bet to get more iakc 
 
The way to get the account and IAKC: use email hash to verify the arionum address 
 
Refer to the registration process of protonmail. 
 
use the gmail to verify an arionum account to prevent potential abuse, so that everyone can 
easily participate in betting. irkc is a decentralized personal asset. 
 
IAKC asset is permanently stored in the arionum Blockchain. 
 
Bet belongs to everyone needs. See casinos. Everyone has the desire to gamble, prove that 
they are superior than others, and get money. 
 
However, traditional online gambling requires money, complex identity verification 
procedures, compliance reviews to prevent money laundering, etc., and also need to worry 
about the reputation of the casino, which prevents a large number of people. 
 
IAKC bet only needs to verify the arionum account by gmail hash. 
 
IAKC bet can attract people through some large-scale prediction events. With enough 
predictions, IAKC index can be used as an effective source of information and become a 
truly valuable predictor. 
 
Bet results can use data similar to https://data.chain.link/ for automatic processing. 
 
In reality, small bets come from friends, and most bets require money,some people feel 
inappropriate. 



 
These little bets will be forgotten in a few days. The pleasure of the winner cannot 
accumulate and it is undoubtedly a pity that he cannot show it to others. 
 
IAKC can effectively accumulate the pleasure of betting between these friends in all time, 
can show it to others, and store it in the blockchain forever. 
 
This kind of interpersonal communication can quickly increase the number of users of IAKC 
bet website. 
 
You can choose to encrypt small bets between friends. Only the participants know the 
specific content. There is no need to worry about false cheating or breach of rule. Because it 
is a small group bet, they all know each other. Anyone who breaks the rule will face the 
damage of reputation. 
 
Each verified address can automatically get 100 IAKC, and the limit for each bet on the 
website is 5 IAKC, so that there can be 20 bets. After 20 bets, there is no betting limit. 
People can win IAKC, Use ARO to buy from others, or other Asset buy IAKC 
 
The winner will be happy, the loser will not have actual losses at the beginning, the demand 
for IAKC begins to appear. 
 
Because IAKC can be sold to get ARO, so IAKC also has a way to convert into USD to 
stimulate people to bet more. We can open source the betting system so that everyone can 
easily create a casino website. 
 
After IAKC has value, it will attract a large number of people to verify the ARO address and 
get 100 IAKC easily and quickly. This is like free money, you already have. 
 
In this way, a large number of IAKC will be activated, which will greatly increase the demand 
for IAKC. As a result, a large number of people will have arionum accounts, ARO and IAKC 
will have huge demand. 
 
The theoretical total supply of IAKC: the number of valid mailboxes on the Internet×100, 
valid mailboxes, such as gmail accounts, are also scarce resources on the Internet. 
 
After the source code of IAKC bet system is released, any website that uses IAKC bet will 
easily obtain a huge number of potential users. Anyone who owns IAKC can use it directly 
without complicated registration, and IAKC will become a common asset for the entire 
Internet casino. 
 
The website can add ads for profit, developers get 30% of the profit, investors get 70% of the 
profit, this kind of income increases with the growth of the number of IAKC users 
 
Develop apps and use ads to make money. Paying some ARO every month can eliminate 
advertisements and increase the use value of ARO 
 
 



This kind of profit is sustainable, and the profit can also be used for advertising, so that more 
people know that there is a casino online, there is no registration barrier, you can easily bet 
without USD, and the won IAKC can also be converted into USD 
 
IAKC bet can carry out effective community promotion. This is not to recommend others to 
spend USD to buy some virtual currency. This is a way for people to bet happy, telling others 
that IAKC can be easily obtained and can be exchanged for USD 
 
This will really attract people. The IAKC won by bet will always be stored on the blockchain 
and will not disappear. It can be used on any website on the Internet that uses the IAKC bet 
system, and it can show others their victory. 
 
Promoters can get another asset: IAKC bet dividend coin(IBDC) 
 
Holding IBDC can get the profit, which will encourage many people to actively promote IAKC 
bet website. 
 
Through community communication, advertising and IBDC, the popularity of IAKC bet and 
arionum can be greatly increased. 
 
The open source IAKC bet system also includes the IAKC bet dividends coin system, which 
allows people to own their own casino, create their IBDC, and organize staff to promote. 
 
Ways to get IAKC are behaviors of mining, each person gmail account is a number limited, 
even if it is newly registered, there will be a limit on the number of abuse prevention, so the 
iakc obtained by each person through verification is limited. 
 
For example, even if you have 20 gmail accounts, to get IAKC is less than 2000 
 
If people sign up for gmail for IAKC, then IAKC will also have value that can be exchanged 
 
so as to the amount of available IAKC is limited, in fact, the circulation is scarce. As the 
number of people grows, the demand will increase, which will be very valuable. 
 
Email has existed for many years, most people have,So we have got the most decentralized 
blockchain asset, and arionum will become the blockchain with the most users. 
 
We already have the tools to achieve this goal. 
 
At the beginning, ads are the easiest profit. After IAKC has value, the bet website can earn 
users IAKC for profit. 
Because it is easy to get users, get ads income and IAKC easily, many people will create 
their own bet website. 
  
 
In this way, we have created the world largest decentralized and permanent online casino 
based on the arionum blockchain. 
 



 
 
 
2 Comment system 
 
 
People have hash-verified ARO accounts, developed a comment system, and made chrome 
extensions, allowing people to make independent news comments across news sites 
 
News website owners can choose to add a comment code, if websites that have not been 
added can also directly comment on the news page through the chrome extension. All 
people who install this extension can view, reply, like. 
 
Users can have the same profile picture on different websites, can span a single website and 
accumulate likes on the entire network. 
 
This kind of like is similar to GitHub star, twitter like. 
 
Hash-authenticated accounts belong to individuals and will not be censored and will not be 
deleted. Unlike the registration agreement of each website, people only have the right to use 
the account, which can be reviewed and deleted, so this Hash-verified accounts are also 
valuable. 
 
For some unfriendly accounts, the website with the arionum comment code can choose to 
enable the blacklist and block the account’s access to this website. 
 
 
 
3 Cross-site login system 
 
 
Because of the large number of users of IAKC bet,We can create a third-party login system. 
uses the Digital signature of the arionum address to log in to the website account. 
Similar to some websites using Google, Twitter, Facebook login. 
 
Websites using php can easily add login code, such as WordPress, the website owner can 
dispense with the user registration process, and obtain effective users without barriers. 
 
arionum uses php, most websites are also php, arionum is more suitable for websites than 
bitcoin, and websites make up the Internet. 
 
 
 
4 Become an Internet virtual identity system, encrypt messaging, integrate various assets 
 
 
Since each account directly belongs to people, this constitutes a large decentralized identity 
system that covers the entire Internet. 



 
No need to register on a separate website, accumulate your own value, and will not lose 
your account due to the closure of the website, lose contact with friends, or lose like data. 
 
News Comments, the use of various websites, generate users cross-site communication 
needs, we can design an encrypted message program signed with a public key, similar to 
the message in the darkmarket, people can choose to encrypt the message and send it to 
arionum address, only those who have the private key can view the message, because ARO 
is needed to send the message, there will be no large-scale spam. 
 
People can pay a very small transaction fee, get or receive verification codes through 
encrypted messages and authorize the website, similar to Google authenticator. 
 
This has become a tool for information encryption and sending and receiving that overcomes 
any obstacles. Because this connection does not require a centralized server, it will always 
be effective, similar to radio transmission and reception, which can be slow, but absolutely 
reliable. 
 
All of these can increase people’s demand for Alias. Having an account on all websites that 
just belongs to them and will never be deleted. People can easily use Alias to exchange 
assets and encrypt messages. 
 
At this time, people cannot do without arionum account. This string of characters will become 
people’s important data and become people’s virtual identities on the Internet. 
 
 
 
These have nothing to do with price and are advantages that Bitcoin cannot have. Users do 
not need to worry about price fluctuations. As the number of users increases, the security of 
arionum blockchain will also grow, which will attract some truly valuable assets. 
 
One day when people realized that arionum can hold stocks, tokens, usdt tusd and other 
stablecoins, which can replace identity systems, bank accounts, stock market accounts, we 
also made the entire blockchain valuable. 
 
 
 
 


